
Whether customers are working remotely or in the office, a properly designed workspace  
can massively improve their long-term comfort, while a poor one can result in pain, fatigue,  
and sometimes even debilitating repetitive strain injuries. 

The right ergonomically designed PC accessories can make all the difference. Meeting a 
range of needs, from how people sit, to how they type, swipe, point, and click, they could 
be the ideal solution for customers looking to improve the overall wellbeing of their staff.

This short guide will introduce a range of Microsoft Ergonomic accessories,  
and why they’re the right solution for healthier working.

ERGONOMICS MATTER

MICROSOFT BLUETOOTH® ERGONOMIC MOUSE

22B-00004

Microsoft has combined breakthrough ideas in mouse comfort, 
in order to create a better all-round design that helps get the 
sensitive area of the hand away from an abrasive work surface.

•  Designed to support the hand and provide just the right amount  
of surface area for the palm and fingers to rest comfortably.

•  Height and shape are designed to position the wrist and hand  
to reduce pressure on the carpal tunnel.

•  Slant promotes a neutral, relaxed posture for the wrist and forearm.

•  Thumb rest guides the hand into the correct position and  
helps maintain it while using the mouse.

Microsoft Ergonomic Mouse

Microsoft Sculpt Ergonomic Mouse

Microsoft Sculpt Comfort Mouse

Also available:

VIEW PRODUCT

https://www.westcoast.co.uk/Brands/MICROSOFT/Accessories/22B00004ERGOMOUSEBLUETOOTHBLACKFORBUS.html?utm_source=ACCSalesfloorbattlecardErgMouseP1&utm_medium=WebLink&utm_campaign=ACCMicrosoft


WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 
MICROSOFT ERGONOMIC ACCESSORIES?

MICROSOFT ERGONOMIC KEYBOARD

Microsoft offers a variety of ergonomic keyboards designed to suit 
various preferences in terms of size, shape, and configuration.

•  Split design helps to position wrists and forearms in a natural, relaxed position.

•  Large size keeps the shoulders separated and improves posture.

•  Wired connectivity ensures reliability and speed from a home or office.

•  Function keys ensure extra features are just one touch away.

Microsoft Designer Compact Keyboard

Microsoft Sculpt Comfort Keyboard

Microsoft Sculpt Ergonomic Keyboard

Also available:

LXM-00004

VIEW PRODUCT

VISIT BRAND PAGE

https://www.westcoast.co.uk/Brands/MICROSOFT/Accessories/MSERGONOMICKEYBOARDWIN32USBPORT.html?utm_source=ACCSalesfloorbattlecardErgKeyboardP1&utm_medium=WebLink&utm_campaign=ACCMicrosoft
https://www.westcoast.co.uk/Accessories/BRANDS/Microsoft?utm_source=ACCSalesfloorBattlecardBrandPageP1&utm_medium=WebLink&utm_campaign=ACCMicrosoft

